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THE INCREDIBLE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MALE AND FEMALE 
THINKING 
In today’s world the problem of difference of thinking between men and women 
is very important for understanding, which can make life easier for families, married 
couples and employee relations.  
We must understand that women and men perceive the world differently [1]. 
Men’s brains are very unique. The male brain is like a lot of boxes for everything [2]. 
It can be a family box, or a job box, or a fishing box and many others. When a man 
opens one box, he is not able to think or speak about something else but only on the 
theme connected with the box opened. Then he closes the first box and opens the 
second one. And the main point is that he does everything in turn. Some years ago, 
the University of Pennsylvania did a study and discovered that men have the ability 
to think about absolutely nothing, and still breathe.  They connected special wires for 
research and marked the brain activity. At certain times male brain is pretend to be 
dead [3]. 
The female brain is like a big wire ball, in which everything is connected and 
correlated. For example, the money is connected with a car, the car is connected with 
her job and kids and they are all connected with mother and so on. The brain of a 
woman can be compared to the Internet, where everything works because of energy 
called emotion. This is one of the reasons why women can remember everything in 
details. So, if you connect an event to an emotion, it is fixed in your memory and you 
can remember this event forever. The same thing happens for men, it just doesn’t 
happen very often because, quite frankly, male don't care. But the women usually like 
to solve all the problems and the ability to remember everything helps them. 
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As we know women can think about everything at the same time, moreover they 
can do many things at the same time. For example, watch TV, talk on the phone and 
cook, while a man must do everything in turn. This can be explained by the fact that 
the man played the role of a getter, a hunter. They focus on one action as much as 
possible. 
To understand men better women must realise that there is a box in men’s brains 
that most women are not aware. This is a particular box and there is nothing in it. 
This is men’s favorite box.  Unfortunately, usually a woman cannot understand how a 
man can do nothing. This misunderstanding can lead to quarrels. The recent 
researches have proved that men use this tool to overcome the stress. At the same 
time, they say, women must speak out to overcome stress, but during their speech the 
listener must just listen without any comments. 
Women should understand the following: when a man is busy, do not tell him 
anything. He does not hear you. And all that you tell him is overlook. Swearing at 
him for it makes no sense. Women must understand, this has nothing to do with you. 
He does not ignore you, or neglect you. He just can’t hear you. 
Thus, men and women are so different in their actions, behavior and feelings. 
But it is obvious that they must be tolerant of each other’s differences to succeed in 
their coexistence. Only such cooperation will help them escape misunderstanding and 
make their lives easier, better and more positive.  
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